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you like?83 What do you do in different seasons?84 Do you like to

take photographs?85 How often do you take photographs?86 What

do these photos remind you of?87 How do you think of

punctuality/being punctual?88 Have you ever attended any

weddings?89 What is the most important thing in a wedding?90

What do people wear in a wedding?91 What is the importance of

wedding to Chinese?92 What kind of advertisement do you like?93

What do you think of TV commercials?94 What kind of influence

could advertisements exert on your life?95 Why do you want to go

abroad?96 Whats your favorite food? 97 What’s the healthy

food?98 What is your opinion on healthy eating?99 What are your

hobbies?100 What do you prefer to do in the evening? 101 What do

you hate to do in the evening? 102 Do you feel lonely if you stay at

home for a long time?103 Have you ever tried any dangerous sports

such as bungee jumping, surfing, climbing, sky diving etc? If not

would you like to try?104 What sort of person you really like to make

friends with?105 What is the difference between your hobbies now

and those when you were a kid?106 Do Chinese people like

photograph?107 What kind of pictures do you like to take?108 How

do you keep your pictures?109 What pictures are on the wall of your

home?110 When do you take photographs?111 How do you keep

fit? 112 What kind of physical exercises should people do to keep fit?



113 Why is it getting more and more important in our daily life?114

Do you like sports? Do the people around you like sports? 115 How

often do you use e-mails?116 Do e-mails have some disadvantages in

the everyday life?117 Will e-mails replace the traditional

corresponding ways? 118 What’s your favorite means of

transport?119 What forms/means of transport are available in your

hometown?120 How could the government improve the traffic in

cities? 121 How can traffic problems be best solved?122 What is the

main public transportation in china?123 Which kind of

transportation do you usually take?124 What is your suggestion on

improving the transportation?125 What type of weather do you like?

Why?126 What do you often do on sunny days and in cold days?
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